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indigenous resistance, who did the killing, and why the killings
ended. This deeply researched book is a comprehensive and chilling
history of an American genocide. Madley describes pre-contact
California and precursors to the genocide before explaining how the
Gold Rush stirred vigilante violence against California Indians. He
narrates the rise of a state-sanctioned killing machine and the broad
societal, judicial, and political support for genocide. Many
participated: vigilantes, volunteer state militiamen, U.S. Army
soldiers, U.S. congressmen, California governors, and others. The
Where the Lightning Strikes Penguin
state and federal governments spent at least $1,700,000 on campaigns
Native American literature has always been uniquely embattled. It is marked by divergent
against California Indians. Besides evaluating government officials’
opinions about what constitutes authenticity, sovereignty, and even literature. It announces a
culpability, Madley considers why the slaughter constituted genocide
culture beset by paradox: simultaneously primordial and postmodern; oral and inscribed;
and how other possible genocides within and beyond the Americas might
outmoded and novel. Its texts are a site of political struggle, shifting to meet external and
be investigated using the methods presented in this groundbreaking
internal expectations. This Cambridge History endeavors to capture and question the
book.
contested character of Indigenous texts and the way they are evaluated. It delineates
significant periods of literary and cultural development in four sections: “Traces &
Removals” (pre-1870s); “Assimilation and Modernity” (1879-1967); “Native American
Renaissance” (post-1960s); and “Visions & Revisions” (21st century). These rubrics
highlight how Native literatures have evolved alongside major transitions in federal policy
toward the Indian, and via contact with broader cultural phenomena such, as the American
Civil Rights movement. There is a balance between a history of canonical authors and
traditions, introducing less-studied works and themes, and foregrounding critical
discussions, approaches, and controversies.

Identity Politics Reconsidered Twenty-First Century Books
A collection of over one hundred tribal tales drawn from government documents, old
periodicals and histories, reports of anthropologists and folklorists, and personal
interviews with Indians of Washington and Oregon.
The Indian Wars Visible Ink Press
Discusses Native American history through the lens of all fifty U.S. states in which American Indians lived or helped
shape, featuring for each state a chronology, historical overview, cultural contributions, and notable Indians.

The A to Z of Native American Movements Infobase Publishing
Between 1846 and 1873, California’s Indian population plunged from
perhaps 150,000 to 30,000. Benjamin Madley is the first historian to
uncover the full extent of the slaughter, the involvement of state and
federal officials, the taxpayer dollars that supported the violence,

Policing on American Indian Reservations Penguin
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Native American Movements contains a chronology, an
introduction, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 200 cross-referenced
entries on important personalities, language, religion, politics, and the environment.
Indian Legends of the Pacific Northwest Viking Adult
From ancient rock drawings to today’s urban living, the Native American Almanac: More than 50,000 Years of
the Cultures and Histories of Indigenous Peoples traces the rich heritage of indigenous people. It is a fascinating
mix of biography, pre-contact and post-contact history, current events, Tribal Nations’ histories, enlightening
insights on environmental and land issues, arts, treaties, languages, education, movements, and more. Ten
regional chapters, including urban living, cover the narrative history, the communities, land, environment,
important figures, and backgrounds of each area’s Tribal Nations and peoples. The stories of 345 Tribal Nations,
biographies of 400 influential figures in all walks of life, Native American firsts, awards, and statistics are
covered. 150 photographs and illustrations bring the text to life. The most complete and affordable single-volume
reference work about Native American culture available today, the Native American Almanac is a unique and
valuable resource devoted to illustrating, demystifying, and celebrating the moving, sometimes difficult, and
often lost history of the indigenous people of America. Capturing the stories and voices of the American Indian
of yesterday and today, it provides a range of information on Native American history, society, and culture.

Two Leggings Univ of California Press
Education for Tomorrow A Biocentric, Student-Focused Approach to Education Reform Michael
Risku University of the Incarnate Word, USA and Letitia Harding University of the Incarnate
Word, USA There are many books on the market which discuss indigenous ways of knowing,
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and bemoan western society’s seeming lack of interest in anything other than scientific fact-based Profiles sixteen locations of sacred relevance to Native Americans, explaining how each site reflects the diversity
of a unique Native American culture, including the Rainbow Canyon in Arizona and the high country of
knowledge. Equally plentiful are the writings of critical theorists who consider today’s public
education system to be divisive, and manipulated by those in power to ensure that their children northwestern California.
Trail of Tears Oxford University Press
have the educational advantages needed to maintain the elite hierarchical status quo. Education
Native Americans in the United States, similar to other indigenous people, created political, economic,
for Tomorrow is unique in that it brings both of these approaches together first by examining the and social movements to meet and adjust to major changes that impacted their cultures. For centuries,
ways that indigenous people and women of all cultures acquire and pass on knowledge, and the Native Americans dealt with the onslaught of non-Indian land claims, the appropriation of their
deleterious effects that enforced Eurocentric systems have had on that process. The authors then homelands, and the destruction of their ways of life. Through various movements, Native Americans
turn to public schools to explore the influences, both good and bad, that today’s programs have accepted, rejected, or accommodated themselves to the non-traditional worldviews of the colonizers and
on the distribution of opportunities afforded to all children in the United States. Finally, they offer their policies. The A to Z of Native American Movements_through a chronology, an introductory essay,
suggestions for a revolutionary education system which highlights the need for all students to
appendixes, a bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on important persons,
places, events, and institutions and significant political, economic, social, and cultural aspects_is a useful
have the encouragement and freedom to look critically and rationally at their lives and at their
reference on topics dealing with key movements, organizations, leadership strategies, and the major
relationship with the natural world. This can be achieved by looking back to the pedagogical
issues Native Americans have confronted.
methods of our indigenous ancestors, and forward to a time when all children, regardless of
Native American Testimony Springer
ethnic or socio-economic heritage, are taught in such a way that every aspect of their lives is
For many people, Native American architecture calls to mind the wigwam, tipi, iglu, and pueblo. Yet the
addressed, nurtured, valued, and enhanced.
richly diverse building traditions of Native Americans encompass much more, including specific
structures for sleeping, working, worshipping, meditating, playing, dancing, lounging, giving birth,
decision-making, cleansing, storing and preparing food, caring for animals, and honoring the dead. In
effect, the architecture covers all facets of Indian life. The collaboration between an architect and an
anthropologist, Native American Architecture presents the first book-length, fully illustrated exploration
of North American Indian architecture to appear in over a century. Peter Nabokov and Robert Easton
Shadows at Dawn Routledge
together examine the building traditions of the major tribes in nine regional areas of the continent from
In a record spanning five centuries of interchange, this history of native American and white
the huge plank-house villages of the Northwest Coast to the moundbuilder towns and temples of the
relations moves from encounters with early explorers and settlers to the present-day growth of
Southeast, to the Navajo hogans and adobe pueblos of the Southwest. Going beyond a traditional survey
Indian power and concerns.
of buildings, the book offers a broad, clear view into the Native American world, revealing a new
Facing East from Indian Country Routledge
perspective on the interaction between their buildings and culture. Looking at Native American
A comprehensive, illustrated encyclopedia which provides information on over 150 native tribes
architecture as more than buildings, villages, and camps, Nabokov and Easton also focus on their use of
of North America, including prehistoric peoples.
space, their environment, their social mores, and their religious beliefs. Each chapter concludes with an
The World of the American West Penguin
account of traditional Indian building practices undergoing a revival or in danger today. The volume also
In Indian Voices, Alison Owings takes readers on a fresh journey across America, east to west, north to south,
includes a wealth of historical photographs and drawings (including sixteen pages of color illustrations),
and around again. Owings's most recent oral history—engagingly written in a style that entertains and
informs—documents what Native Americans say about themselves, their daily lives, and the world around them. architectural renderings, and specially prepared interpretive diagrams which decode the sacred
Young and old from many tribal nations speak with candor, insight, and (unknown to many non-Natives) humor cosmology of the principal house types.
A Forest of Time Cambridge University Press
"Indian Running is an eyewitness account of the 6-day, Taos, N.M., to Second Mesa, Hopi, Ariz., 1980
Tricentennial Run commemorating the Pueblo Indian Revolt. The book describes many Indian running traditions
and includes historical photos and 1980 photos by Karl Kernberger. Anthropologist Nabokov's books include
"Two Leggings: The Making of a Crow Warrior and "Native American Testimony.

about what it is like to be a Native American in the twenty-first century. Through intimate interviews many also Indigenous Writes Menasha Ridge Press
express their thoughts about the sometimes staggeringly ignorant, if often well-meaning, non-Natives they
This ground-breaking text explores the intersection between dominant modes of critical
encounter—some who do not realize Native Americans still exist, much less that they speak English, have cell
educational theory and the socio-political landscape of American Indian education. Grande
phones, use the Internet, and might attend powwows and power lunches. Indian Voices, an inspiring and
asserts that, with few exceptions, the matters of Indigenous people and Indian education have
important contribution to the literature about the original Americans, will make every reader rethink the past—and
been either largely ignored or indiscriminately absorbed within critical theories of education.
present—of the United States.
Furthermore, American Indian scholars and educators have largely resisted engagement with
Indian Running Springer Science & Business
"At a time of global crisis, EMPIRE rallies a coalition of artists, designers, writers, and photographers to protest critical educational theory, tending to concentrate instead on the production of historical
the mysterious, all-powerful phenomenon that dominates our civilization." -monographs, ethnographic studies, tribally-centered curricula, and site-based research. Such a

Nothing But the Truth Anchor
A major study of the effects on American Indians of the termination and relocation policies
instituted during the Truman and Eisenhower era.

focus stems from the fact that most American Indian scholars feel compelled to address the socioeconomic urgencies of their own communities, against which engagement in abstract theory
appears to be a luxury of the academic elite. While the author acknowledges the dire need for

Myths and Traditions of the Crow Indians Scarecrow Press
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practical-community based research, she maintains that the global encroachment on Indigenous
lands, resources, cultures and communities points to the equally urgent need to develop
transcendent theories of decolonization and to build broad-based coalitions.
In the Spirit of Crazy Horse Springer Science & Business Media
Native American literature explores divides between public and private cultures, ethnicities and experience. In
this volume, Joseph Coulombe argues that Native American writers use diverse narrative strategies to engage
with readers and are ‘writing for connection’ with both Native and non-Native audiences. Beginning with a
historical overview of Native American literature, this book presents focused readings of key texts including: •
N. Scott Momaday’s House Made of Dawn • Leslie Marmon Silko’s Ceremony • Gerald Vizenor’s Bearheart •
James Welch’s Fool’s Crow • Sherman Alexie’s The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven • Linda
Hogan’s Power. Suggesting new ways towards a sensitive engagement with tribal cultures, this book provides
not only a comprehensive introduction to Native American literature but also a critical framework through which
it may be read.

Native America Penguin
A masterful reconstruction of one of the worst Indian massacres in American history In April 1871, a
group of Americans, Mexicans, and Tohono O?odham Indians surrounded an Apache village at dawn
and murdered nearly 150 men, women, and children in their sleep. In the past century the attack, which
came to be known as the Camp Grant Massacre, has largely faded from memory. Now, drawing on oral
histories, contemporary newspaper reports, and the participants? own accounts, prize-winning author
Karl Jacoby brings this perplexing incident and tumultuous era to life to paint a sweeping panorama of
the American Southwest?a world far more complex, diverse, and morally ambiguous than the traditional
portrayals of the Old West.
The Cambridge History of Native American Literature: Volume 1 Rutgers University Press
This unique reader presents a broad approach to the study of American Indians through the voices and viewpoints
of the Native Peoples themselves. Multi-disciplinary and hemispheric in approach, it draws on ethnography,
biography, journalism, art, and poetry to familiarize students with the historical and present day experiences of
native peoples and nations throughout North and South America–all with a focus on themes and issues that are
crucial within Indian Country today. For courses in Introduction to American Indians in departments of Native
American Studies/American Indian Studies, Anthropology, American Studies, Sociology, History, Women's
Studies.
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